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MONTH SIX - Shaded Trail
you need:
• 50cms jade (481081Garden Flowers Ocean Green)
• 50cms floral (481086 Ahlia Pink)
• fat quarter coral (481091 Audrey Honey Yellow)

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
 
JADE
Cut five 2½in strips across the width of the fabric and set aside to make half-square triangle units.

FLORAL
Cut five 2½in strips across the width of the fabric and set aside to make half-square triangle units.

CORAL
Cut the fat quarter into three 4½in wide strips and then subcut into nine 4½in squares.
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4.  Sew along the diagonals to form twenty-four half-square 
triangle units.  Trim all dog ears and press open with the 
seams pressed towards the jade fabric (see pressing tip under 
step 5).

ASSEMBLING THE BLOCK:

5.  Repeat with all five jade strips and five floral strips to make 
a total of 120 half-square triangle units. You need 108 so 
twelve are spare.

Tip: When pressing the half-square triangle units, press most to 
the jade fabric but press thirty-six to the floral fabric.  This will 
help when sewing  the flying geese units together.

6.  Sew a half-square triangle unit pressed to the floral and 
with a half-square triangle unit pressed to the jade as shown. 
The seams will nest together nicely.  Repeat to make thirty-six
flying geese units.

7.  Referring to the piecing diagram, sew the units together as 
shown.  Press.

8.  Repeat to make nine blocks and sew the blocks together  
to make Row Six.

3.  Rotate the ruler 180° and cut the next pair of triangles. 
Continue along the strip to cut twenty-four pairs of triangles.

2.  Take the Creative Grids Flying Geese & 45/90 ruler and 
position the 45⁰ triangle on the strip, aligning  the 2½in strip 
line along the bottom of the strip and the cut-off top of the 
triangle along the top of the strip.  Cut the first pair of
triangles.

MAKING THE HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE UNITS:

1.  Take a jade strip and a floral strip and lay right sides 
together on your cutting mat, ensuring that they are exactly 
one on top of the other. 

SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

2½in strip line

2½in strip line

make 108

x 72 x 36


